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LATEST PHOTOS AND VIDEOS
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Rep. Greene welcomes Michigan TeenPact members to Capitol
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Rep. Wendzel Speaks with Veterans
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Rep. Green speaks on greater access for mental health care, substance abuse treatment
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Rep. Filler welcomes St. Johns student for State Capitol visit
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Rep. BeGole attends Shiawassee County event, talks legislative priorities
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Rep. BeGole honors retiring Owosso Charter Township first responder
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Rep. Filler honors St. Johns businessman, community volunteer
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Rep. DeBoer’s Speech on Women’s History Month Resolution
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Rep. Hall welcomes Gilkey fourth-graders to Michigan State Capitol
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Welcome to your office in Lansing!
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Rep. Schmaltz invites local pastor to give invocation at state Capitol
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Rep. Borton honors local veteran
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RECENT UPDATES
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Rep. Steele calls for budgeting transparency to combat abuse of taxpayer dollars
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Donni SteelePOSTS|4.9.24

“This plan is about fairness and transparency across the board,” said Steele, R-Orion Township. “While so many of my colleagues are in Lansing for all the right reasons, there are people in state government who know how to abuse our budgeting system for their own benefit. Opening our process up would mean you don’t have to spend 40 years in this town before you can successfully understand the system and call out the people abusing it.”




Rep. DeBoyer: New report spills the beans on misuse of grant funding
[image: Jay DeBoyer]
Jay DeBoyerPOSTS|4.9.24

State Rep. Jay DeBoyer has sent a letter to the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) demanding action after a report highlighting inappropriate uses of grant dollars. The Detroit News report outlined lavish spending from MEDC executive committee member and Gov. Whitmer-appointee Fay Beydoun involving an ongoing $20 million “business accelerator” grant project she has been […]





Rep. Bruck: Whitmer admin’s dangerous policy offers housing subsidies to illegal immigrants
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William BruckPOSTS|4.4.24

State Rep. Will Bruck today sounded the alarm about a dangerous policy put in place by the governor that is exacerbating the problems created by failing federal immigration policies. The Newcomer Rental Subsidy Program offers benefits to people who enter the country illegally but later claim asylum after facing deportation. Various immigrant households can receive […]





Rep. Schmaltz invites residents to local office hours
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Kathy SchmaltzPOSTS & Event|April 19

State Rep. Kathy Schmaltz today invited residents to sit down and chat during her April office hours in Jackson and Washtenaw counties. Local office hours are an opportunity for community members to meet face-to-face with Schmaltz to share their thoughts, questions, or concerns. No appointments are necessary to attend. This month, Schmaltz will be available […]





A sanctuary policy by any other name still shields illegal aliens
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Matt HallPOSTS|3.29.24

“All sanctuary policies undermine public safety, because criminals who came to the U.S. illegally can avoid deportation and get back on the streets after an arrest,” said Hall, R-Richland Township. “Illegals looking for a safe space to hide from immigration officials don’t care what you call it, and that’s why our plan puts a stop to all of it.”





Rep. Martin: New polling shows people don’t want government meddling in auto market
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State Rep. David Martin today highlighted reporting that shows public frustration over emissions mandates and EV subsidies pushed by the Biden and Whitmer administrations. The poll by Center Square shows nearly two-thirds of Michigan voters say the government is pushing electric vehicles too hard, given the low demand. Most also agree that the government should […]





Rep. Cavitt calls for action on plan to prohibit sanctuary cities in Michigan
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Cam CavittPOSTS|3.27.24

“How many more tragedies must our communities suffer before so-called sanctuary cities realize the error of the ways and the dangerous lawlessness their misguided decisions create?” asked Cavitt, R-Cheboygan. “People are not safer when municipalities choose to violate federal law. When cities embrace these policies, they are basically putting up giant billboards telling human traffickers exactly where to bring the dangerous criminals they smuggle across the border. We cannot continue to allow Michigan communities to be active partners in the exploitation of vulnerable people; it doesn’t help immigrants and puts our residents at increased and unnecessary risk.”






Rep. Greene stands up for local families, opposes governor’s latest fee increase
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Massive tipping fee hike would result in higher costs for waste removal State Rep. Jaime Greene today expressed strong opposition to a massive fee increase the governor wants to impose on anyone who disposes of waste in Michigan. Greene, R-Richmond, said the governor’s latest budget proposal includes a 13-fold increase to the state’s tipping fee, […]





Rep. Martin: State grant will help identify, replace lead water lines in Davison
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David MartinPOSTS|4.4.24

State Rep. David Martin today announced the city of Davison has been awarded a state grant to help identify and replace lead water service lines. The grant award, which totals nearly $105,000, comes from the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy. Martin voted to fund the grant program using federal Covid relief dollars. […]





Whitmer program offers rent assistance to people who illegally entered U.S.
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Matt HallPOSTS|4.4.24

“Gretchen Whitmer’s rent subsidy program makes handouts available to illegal aliens who were caught in the country and then claimed asylum to avoid deportation,” said Hall, R-Richland Township.





Gruesome West Michigan murder proves the danger of sanctuary zones
[image: Andrew Fink]
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I’m appalled to hear reports about the gruesome act of violence allegedly committed by an illegal immigrant in West Michigan this week. This is precisely the kind of bad actor that stronger border security laws, or better-enforced existing laws, would keep from entering the United States.”





Rep. Cavitt applauds proposed congressional sturgeon fishing protections
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Cam CavittPOSTS|3.28.24

“It is impossible to understate the broad cultural significance of lake sturgeon fishing in Northern Michigan,” said Cavitt, R-Cheboygan. “The SPEAR act would guarantee the feds cannot supersede the authority of our local fish and wildlife experts to please environmentalist radicals who want to see lake sturgeon fishing banned nationally.”





Rep. Martin announces April office hours
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David MartinPOSTS & Event|April 22

State Rep. David Martin today invited residents to meet with him during his upcoming office hours in Davison, Grand Blanc and Groveland Township. Local office hours are an opportunity for residents to meet face-to-face with Rep. Martin to share their thoughts, questions, and concerns. The meetings are open to the public, and no appointment is […]
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